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For boots, numnahs & bandages use the quick wash pre set cycle. This is 46 minutes and is for lightly
soiled items. You can increase the soil level between 1 and 5, 5 is for more heavily soiled items and 1 is
for items that are not heavily soiled.

For rugs and larger bulkier items, use the active wear cycle on a soil level of 5 on 30°C. The spin speed
should be 800 - 1000 rpm.

If you are re proofing your rug then you should first wash the rug on the above cycle. When this cycle has
finished you can add the re proof liquid into the detergent draw and then put the machine on a 30°C
quick wash. (You do not need to dry the rug before its second wash) Once you have re proofed the rug
you should hang it to dry. We do not recommend you put your turn out rugs into the dryer.

The 18kg washing machine also features a pre wash cycle. This is for heavily soiled rugs. The machine
will fill with cold water in the pre wash and drain this before the main cycle so the machine will not be
washing in dirty water. You call also add steam to the wash cycles to help lift stains.

Equine Washing Machine User Guide

CK8518 18kg Washing Machine
Wash cycles

Maintenance
When washing horse rugs , the machine has to cope with grease, arena wax and hair. To ensure your
machine stays odourless and like new then you should use the basket clean cycle with a capful of
household bleach in the drum once a week.

You should also clean the filter out once a week to get rid of any hair and debris from the drain.

Simply pop the filter cover off and put a tray in front of the filter.

Twist the filter anti clockwise and pull the filter out. Empty any debris

And replace the filter twisting it clockwise back in and replace the front.
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